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From the Editors Desk
Welcome to 2018!!
I would like to start off by dedicating this issue of Cinders and Soot to the late Edweena Smith. Luke and I,
along with other members from CMR, attended Edweena’s funeral. It was such a beautiful service for such
a beautiful lady.
Luke and I, along with Craig and Damelsa, just returned from a lovely and relaxing week in Bali. We even
managed to do a bit of train spotting while we were here.

School holidays have come and gone and all our junior members should be now back at school. I hope you
all have a great year and work hard…….and even harder at CMR 😊
It’s going to be a busy next few months, with Easter, the convention and Steamfest…….so I hope you all
have your cameras or phones handy to be taking lots of pictures for C&S. Please make sure you send any
pictures and articles to editor@castledare.com.au You will now receive an automated response when you
email the editor. If you don’t, please check to make sure you haven’t made an error in the email address.
Please also keep pictures to a reasonable size when emailing them.
Please remember that letters to the editor will only be published with committee approval and photos will
be used at the discretion of the editor.
Lastly, Luke and I have just celebrated our 20th Wedding anniversary. It was way back in 1988 that Luke and
I first met here, at Castledare. Little did we know that 30 years on we would end up happily married with 3
beautiful children…….and 3 kitty cats and 2 dogs. Here is to our next 20 years!!!

Till next month,
Heidi Prindiville
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Ladies of the Railway – By John Smith

Edweena Smith
Edweena was born in Subiaco 28 November 1951 and spent her formative years in Dwellingup. After
attending High School in Pinjarra, she gained her first job with the Forestry Department in Dwellingup
amongst other duties reading and reporting weather results.
After moving to Perth in the late sixties she worked for BP in a number of positions in Perth and Kewdale.
Marriage and Michael's birth followed in the 1970s. This relationship faulted and in July 1980 she married
John, and Sean and Anna were born in the next few years.
John's work with The National Bank saw the family move to the country, firstly to Koorda and then
Northampton. Expanding her crafts, she became an accomplished potter, Corn Dolly maker, but persisted
with Crochet which she had learnt from her Grandmother. She also took up Lawn Bowls and golf.
When the family returned to Perth in the early 1990s she continued with her Lawn Bowls for a number of
years playing pennants in lower grades. When the family visited Castledare Miniature Railway shortly after
their return Sean noticed a sign "New Members Welcomed" but was disappointed when informed he could
only join as part of a family membership due to his age. So as they were still looking for family orientated
activities the family joined although none had any particular interest in trains or railways other than the
rides.
This started a relationship that has continued to today. Edweena did not really develop a love of trains but
made great friends with many of the then members including John and Mary Millman, Ken and Sue Belcher,
Don and Judy Bowyer to name a few. Not being one to just belong she took her turn at Canteen Duties and
Ticket sales. Possibly her biggest contribution to the club was as Editor of Cinders and Soot for the period
July/August 1996 till Jan/Feb 2001 encompassing 27 issues.
In recent years her involvement has been very limited mainly due to health issues and her love of travelling
initially by caravan but recently cruising. All this time she continued with Crochet but lacked the confidence
to display her work. When she eventually gained the confidence to enter into competitions she won best
crochet exhibit at the Canning show for the years 2009 to 2017 inclusive with twice winning best craft exhibit.
Gaining the courage, she entered the Perth Royal Show in 2016 and 2017 winning best crochet exhibit both
years.
One of her recent health problems was cancer and unfortunately, she developed a severe reaction to the
Chemo drugs which led to her death on December 21, 2017.
The family have locomotives named after her Mother-in-Law "Edna May" and Mother "Amy Jo" will there
be an "Edweena Rae" joining the fleet in the future?
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The President’s Prattle – By Mike Crean
It is great to see the maintenance of a number of our larger infrastructure jobs like the dual bridge have
now been finished. Many thanks to the Wednesday crew and all others that helped with these large jobs.
If you do not have a club ID badge please contact the club Secretary and arrange to get one. Those that do
have them please display them on public running days or special event days.
On one of our recent Niana public running days I noted a dog travelling on a train. Club policy is that no
dogs or animals are allowed to travel on our trains on public running days. Special circumstances arise from
time to time where a dog is with some one that has a medical condition or someone that is visually
impaired. If this is encountered on a public running day please see the Duty Officer (DO) of the day to make
appropriate arrangements.
On Easter Sunday night after our Sunday Niana public run day we will be having our traditional night
run. All are welcome to come along and enjoy our extensive track at night. Any one from other clubs
visiting W.A. are also welcome to come along with or without their trains. A DO will be appointed for the
night run.
CMR will be available to clubs and individuals visiting W.A. on any day the week before Easter and the
week after Easter. To arrange entry to the track please contact any of the club executive listed in this
publication. You are welcome to bring along your train. We offer about 5 km of 7 1/4” ground level track
and about 800 meters of 5” ground level track. No other gauges are catered for. We will be open for
preconvention running the Wednesday before Easter from 0830 until 1530 or later if visitors would like
to run.
PLEASE MAKE SURE THE DOORS ARE SHUT AND SECURE.
If you must leave doors unsecured then please leave them wide open so others can see they are not shut
and take action to secure them before they leave.
As always, we must encourage and congratulate our junior members on their great enthusiasm and their
dedication to the club and its members. Thanks boys and girls, keep up the great work.
Until next time please visit your club and its facilities. They are there for all of us to enjoy.
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Secretaries Scribblings – By Les Smith
The “operational” year of 2017 is over and gone. Patronage was a little down for the year and there is no
doubt that in the first six run-days we had extremely hot weather for five consecutive runs and our patronage
fell dramatically thus starting in March with 1,500 less than in 2016. Despite the School Holiday runs suffering
and a wash-out, our patronage held-up well and in fact our 1st and 3rd Sunday operations gained on 2016.
NIANA is still our best day being 20% greater patrons than WILSON. Steam is no doubt a good attraction!
Roger has checked with the ECO Centre Café at WILSON and they have said that their clientele is up when
we run from “out there” which does show that there is a community spin-off from CMR. The first run-days
for 2018 have had reasonable weather and patronage has been excellent.
Rolling-stock “rejuvenation” has reached a hiatus with Ken almost finished with the last of the steel
rebodying to complete a set and painting awaits. Tom has started preparing the Yellow Mk2 Set for
longitudinal seating and adding his idea for fitting “lifting” tubes for re-railing should such be required. The
tubes fitted to the WAGR Red Set work well as they ease the stress on old backs and can save a toe or two.
The first of our “heritage” wooden bodied wagons that requires new wheel-sets has also entered the
workshop. Rod has repainted internally is looking at a way of locking the floor members in place before Terry
starts the copper pipe through for steam / air braking. This should keep Tom and his re-furbished Black Five
happy along with Judi and Karalee. It is intended to raise the seat level for more comfort to AALS
recommendations.
Some work has been under-taken in the picnic ground with the help of young Sean Elliott to try and have
grass coverage down the 1m wide barren strip diagonally dividing the area. With fertiliser and some top
dressing to hold the buffalo runners we may get this accomplished by next summer. Mean-while Sean and
mate Dion are keeping Roger off “his” lawn mower as well as tree trimming with great enthusiasm. The
recent heavy rain has helped towards the target!
The AALS / AMBSC has issued Code Part 3 (Issue 2) for SUB-MINIATURE BOILERS. This does not have any
implications for CMR as we operate far larger equipment but some members that have “small stuff” may
have an interest to see this Code. The Club has a copy along with such held by Keith Watson and Richard
Stuart. The mass manufactures such as MAMOD, ASTER, etc would find that the Code is far too onerous for
them to comply, but having made thousands, they would opt to state that these items are of long term
proven designs with excellent safety records. Any persons operating these items, particularly “juniors”
should be made aware that they get hot and can burn.
Our Christmas party went well with numbers exceeding expectations. Our Patron did apologise for not being
able to attend and we welcomed John Shugg vice president of Northern Districts who enjoyed a ride around
with Terry behind “John Millman”. The Juniors had their usual fun driving everything they could lay their
hands on. A couple of Juniors abandoned Curtis half way around as due to an argument over effort into
propelling Eddie’s pump trolley. Ethan’s enthusiasm / strength did reveal a design weakness. Eddie has
decided that Ethan should be penalised by getting less cake on a run-day or two.
Apart from the “trolley episode” one has to admire Ethan for his effort in getting to Castledare with his bike,
catching a train at Warrick, transferring at Perth and then from Cannington, cycling to Niana. Thanks go to
Vic for repairing a wrecked chain drive, less gear changes, for Ethan so that he could carry out the reverse
journey on a Wednesday just prior to Christmas.
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Treasurer – By Roger Matthews
AGM
At the upcoming AGM in April I will have completed my fourth term (8 years) as Treasurer. It is a role that I
mostly enjoy and is not that hard “I don’t do hard “but it does take up some time and a certain
commitment.
One needs to have an understanding or willingness to learn basic MYOB and spend around 6 hrs a month
paying bills and inputting invoices. All invoicing and statements are received on line and all payments are
done on line. There is also counting of moneys and sorting out the change float (this will become much
less now that we have EFTPOS) after each run and then banking of same which along with having to be, or
at least make sure everything is available for each run day is the most arduous part of the job. Monthly
reports need to be printed and presented at each committee meeting. There are also renewal of
memberships and new memberships to present to the committee for approvals. Of course, none of us
know just how long we will be breathing air for and as I’m not getting any younger and certainly not less
cranky, it is perhaps time some energetic keen and youthful member had a go or becomes a committee
member with intentions of taking on the treasurer role when they have become familiar with the working
of the committee.
Comet Vale
Comet since its rebuild has so far proved reliable apart from the problem with the ring gear. Unfortunately,
although a member donated a ring gear they changed their mind so a new one has been tracked down in
the UK. and bought. This will entail removing the gearbox and flywheel for it to be fitted once it arrives.
Rod Bradley has made up a tin shield to stop leaves and rubbish being sucked off the track by the fan over
the engine and a new mesh was fitted in front of the radiator to stop the same being sucked into it. The
choke has also been made to operate correctly.
Dependable
At the Sunday Wilson run Dependable dropped one of its drive chains which has been on it since it was
built in 2000. New chain has been obtained and will be fitted before the next Niana run.
G353
Vic’s loco failed at the Niana run and when he got it home in the workshop he found some of the wheel
axles have worn so he intends to build up the axles re-machine them and fit new bearings. G353 has been
run at just about every Sunday run and special runs over the last 18 years and would have done at least
8000 km so it has certainly made a valuable contribution to CMR along with its owner. Thanks Vic.
New members
In the past year we have gained some valuable new members who have got involved with both the running
days and also work days. What is also very pleasing is that these members are younger and fitter than a lot
of us older members as well as enthusiastic. They have turned up on members days to drive and familiarise
themselves with the club loco’s as well as members loco’s. We should always assist and encourage new
members to get involved with both maintaining our railway and being gainfully involved on run days, I
have long been enthusiastic about our members day which allows members to have fun while familiarising
themselves with the different characteristics of locos both diesel and steam. CMR is a very different track
to most railways as it is much longer and when we run Fern road which we do now on our Niana runs Fern
road bank can catch people out especially driving steam as happened last run day with a visitor from
NDMES.
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New qualifications
During the last two months the large number of run days have enabled the following members to obtain
certain qualifications. Jayde Hall has passed his safe working. Mike Pari his safe working and also his
Guards Ticket. Mitchill Knyn, Curtis Lawrence and Dion Bidner obtained their diesel driver’s ticket.
Congratulations to all.
January Run days
January has been a lot cooler than last year and this has been reflected in our numbers for the Wednesday
school runs. Even the 3rd week when we had light drizzle for the start we still had 198 passengers. Total
number for the four school runs was 1469 the best day being the first Wednesday. Our Sunday Wilson run
we had 412 pax and the Niana run we had 901pax
We had a good turnout of members that allowed our younger and some newer members to undergo
supervised training which has given the club more qualified drivers and guards. This makes things so much
easier for our Duty officers and also spreads the load around and makes it possible for members to have a
lunch break.
On the last School run due to the unavailability of Dependable to haul the double consist we coupled Betsy
and Comet Vale together to haul the double consist which made for something different.

Betsy and Comet Vale - photo by Roger Matthews
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Testing Times – by Les Smith
Back in the mid to late 50s the WAGR at Midland still had their steam locomotive over-hauls in full swing.
They had a “belt line” where engines were stripped at one end of the long fitting shop and re-assembled at
the other end. This other end was where the engine was lowered onto its wheels, the rods applied and the
valves set. The engine was then taken to the weigh bridge and balanced and then taken back to the steamup bay to be re-united to a tender if not a tank engine. Steam-up and rudimentary test / adjustments took
a day and then the following day if you as an apprentice had set the valves as a part of the training you and
a fitter (and some-times another apprentice) took your canvas tool bags down to Midland loco to get ready
for the test run.
The apprentice had the dubious honour then to go to the sign-on shed and pick up the test driver’s tool
box and crib and carry such over and place on-board. The fireman opened the smoke-box and set the spark
arrestor screens in place, oiled around the motion with the driver and inspector joining us. We would
move off down to the track that lead down to the Midland station at around 10am and the fireman would
ring the cabin for the “road” and wait for the signal. At this time of day there was no other traffic around
and we would proceed down to the station and then cross-over and head to Bellevue and swing-off
heading up through National Park on the 1:45 grades to Chidlow. A stop was made at Blackboy Hill to
check for warm bearings, then on to Chidlow. At Chidlow after being set-over to the turn-table the engine
would be checked and the crew would go over to the Hotel for lunch. The apprentice “being under-age”
was left on the engine as a guard. Only once in all of the test trials did a train come past This was a Pr on an
early season grain consist of GH and RCB wagons. One could hear it coming thumping up a grade with
maximum load and then notched back swing out of the trees and run past at 35mph heading for the downhill away from Chidlow. The Pr was in excellent condition with not a whisp of steam escaping with the
typical clear exhaust from smokeless Collie coal. Working as designed that Pr made one feel good.
Just after 1-00pm the test crew would return, blow-up some pressure and go back to Midland, dump the
fire and place the engine back out-side the work-shops for repairs to any “bookings”.
One was fortunate to trial V1222, Ds374, P510 and Fs427. Only the P gave trouble with an exhaust
becoming increasingly visible from steam and stuck open left side drain valves. We tackled the drain valves
at Blackboy Hill by lying on our sides against the ballast and on a 45deg embankment with the vacuum
relief valve directly above the cylinder dripping hot water. Cleared of some metal mashed bits, we went on
our way. The Inspector requested the tender handbrake be applied to make the engine work. She would
not go well and the exhaust would not clear. We stopped again at National Park and opened the smoke
box for an examination. The Inspector stood back and had the driver slowly open the regulator whilst in
mid-gear. Steam gushed out from what appeared to be a fracture in the left-hand steam pipe. This was
probably the source of those metal bits! The Inspector would not hammer test the pipe.
We proceeded quietly to Chidlow arriving late and we went home late. The left-hand steam pipe fractured
on removal and was replaced.
From the diesel shop, test runs were undertaken on Y1106 and ADF492 (Grevillea). For the ADF we coupled
on 3 x small suburban dog boxes from the Midland station yard. This made her work pretty hard. It was
also had been pretty hard work on her bogies as the 6 x original horn stays had been replaced with a long
inverted channel on each side (6 x 3inch)….. and the bogies are very long! This was a strengthening
measure to stop cracking of the fabricated frames. From the Carriage Shop my job with the fitter was
installing the engines under brand new ADX667. The trial run was made with an ADA driver-trailer and
after checking all functions we went to Parkerville. This was the only time I smuggled a camera into the
work-shops.
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The photo was taken in the station yard at Parkerville. The body seams have been “bogged” ready for
painting. The bi-parting doors were double the width of the older ADG cars. At 150hp per engine (2 per
car), these railcars were gut-less! Years later in the Drawing Office I did some internal noise tests to check
on complaints from the public that these cars were noisier than buses. My tests went from Midland to
Perth and then Rivervale. My return was by bus to Midland…..the bus was far worse!

Vic Jones – Photo sent in by recent visiting member of the public
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FEBUARY CALENDAR 2018
Monday

5

Tuesday

6

Wednesday

7

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

1

2

3

4

Run Prep
Work Day

NIANA
Run Day

9

10

11

Committee
Meeting

General
Work Day

Members
Day

16

17

18

8

Wednesday
Work Day
12

13

14

15

Wednesday
Work Day
19

20

21

Nite W'shop Run Prep
5.00pm
Work Day
22

23

Wednesday
Work Day
26

27

28

24
**Private
Booking

WILSON
Run Day
25

12-3pm

Mar 1

Wednesday
Work Day

2

3

4

Run Prep
Work Day

NIANA
Run Day

**If any members that are available to assist on the Private Booking please contact Ken
Belcher ASAP (Approx. 100 people)
Advance Notices
The Annual General Meeting will be held at the ECO Centre (Wilson Park) on Friday 13th
April. A notice will be sent in regard to nominations for Committee positions in the near
future.
There will be a Special General Meeting following where a vote will be taken to accept or
reject a “redrafted” Constitution. The redrafted Constitution will also be sent out in time for
members to give due consideration as to making a decision. The redrafting has been made
necessary to comply with the latest Legislative changes that are compulsory.
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Membership – By Sue Belcher
Hi all,
On the club notice board in the breezeway, you’ll see [if you actually take the time to look], a list of
members, mobile phone numbers and qualifications that I have recorded.
This list serves two purposes –

[a]

it lets the Duty Officer know who is qualified to do what on a run day

and

[b]

gives a contact number should any other member wish to touch base with you

Please check the records against your name and where necessary advise me of any corrections/additions
that you feel should be made, ie do you have a mobile number that’s not listed ??? do you have a
qualification that I’ve not been advised about ???
NOTE: ONLY MOBILE NUMBERS WILL BE LISTED – FOR PRIVACY REASONS
While I’m on the subject of contact lists, if you are part of a family membership, have your own e-mail
address and would like to directly receive information sent out by the club from time to time, please let me
know and I will add your address to the to the electronic mail out list which will be updated now that the
2018 membership renewal forms are being received.
Take 5 minutes and send an e-mail to me at: memberships@castledare.com.au so that I can update the
list/s as required.
Membership Renewals:

Just a reminder to those who have not returned their 2018 completed membership form with the required
funds, the due date for payment is this coming Sunday – 4th February. If you maybe experiencing any
difficulty with this, please speak to Roger Matthews.
Thank you to those who have already sent in their renewal for the current year.
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Letter to the editor
The Sectary
Suzuki Four Wheel Drive Club of Western Australia
PO Box 991
Victoria Park WA
Dear Mr. Bowyer (Don),
On behalf of the above Suzuki 4WD Club I would like to thank you and the Staff at Castledare Miniature
Railway for providing a magnificent venue for our Club Christmas party. The entire experience was greatly
appreciated by those of us who hadn’t ridden a miniature train since our childhood days. There were some
big kids in the club (Alan Clarke) who although having enjoyed the wonders of Castledare previously still
had not one, not two but several rides in succession. Clearly a fan!!!
Thankyou also for providing the table(s) and BBQ without which we would have had a very RAW deal with
our sausages.
Discussing the workings of the engines was fascinating making one realise just how much effort goes into
not only maintaining them but also in your case actually building an engine from scratch.
All-in-all Mr. Bowyer, A great time was had by all and we thank you again.
Kind Regards
David Watson
Suzuki 4WD Club Sectary

Information for Members

For anyone that uses Searle Fasteners they moved over the Christmas break and are now located at:
Unit 1 / 26 Ernest Clark Road, Canning Vale, WA 6155
Tel: (08) 9457 5444
Email: sales@searlefasteners.com.au
Web: www.searlefasteners.com.au

An Explanation – by Les Smith
Last night I was out for a few drinks. One thing led to another and I had a few too many cocktails and then
went onto the wine. Not a good Idea. Knowing I was over the limit I took a bus home. Sure enough, I passed
a police checkpoint where they were pulling over drivers and performing breathalysing tests. Because I was
in a bus they just waved it past. I arrived home safely without incident which was a real surprise as I have
never driven a Double Decker Bus before and I am not even sure where I got it from. (It is rumoured that
this was how Mike Crean got started with his double deck bus business)
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We would like to thank the support from the below
Local Businesses:

204 Collier Road, Bayswater WA 6053

S.O.S Steinmeier Oxy
Services
92a Beechboro Rd S, Bayswater, WA, 6053

Possibly the Most Awesome Hose and
Fittings Shop in the Entire World!
U8/2 Carson Road, Malaga WA 6090

57 Baile Road, Canning Vale, WA 6155
Carlisle WA 6101
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